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Questions 1 – 10 : 3 points
Questions 11 – 20 : 4 points
Questions 21 – 30 : 5 points
Dorothy lives in a small house in Kansas with Uncle Henry, Aunt Em and her dog Toto. There are often tornadoes in Kansas. One cloudy day, a strong wind takes the house up in the air. Toto and Dorothy are inside. The dog is very scared. He hides under the bed.

1. What’s the weather like when there is a tornado?
A) stormy B) sunny C) snowy D) hot E) warm

2. Look at the picture! What colour is Dorothy’s dress?
A) pink B) yellow C) grey D) blue E) brown

3. Where does Toto hide?
A) under the bed B) in the garden C) on the bed D) under the table E) on the table

4. What is the opposite of “up”?
A) down B) in C) on D) under E) at
The house lands in a beautiful place. Friendly people live here. There are witches, too. Dorothy finds a pair of silver shoes near the house and puts them on. She meets the Good Witch of the North. Dorothy asks, “How can I get back to Kansas?” The witch says, “You must go to the Emerald City, where the Wizard of Oz lives. You must follow the yellow brick road.”

5. How many shoes are there in a pair?
A) thirteen  B) twelve  C) twenty  D) ten  E) two

6. Dorothy wants to go…………………
A) to her grandma  B) to school  C) to the Good Witch  D) home  E) to the park

7. What fruit can you see in the picture?
A) watermelons  B) pears  C) apples  D) bananas  E) strawberries

8. Shoe is to foot what ............... is to .................
A) glove / hand  B) shoe / hand  C) earring / finger  D) glove / nose  E) sock / hand
On the way, Dorothy meets a Scarecrow. He is hanging on a pole. The Scarecrow says, “Hello”. Dorothy asks, “Can you talk?”. With tears in eyes, the Scarecrow answers, “Yes, I can, but I don’t have a brain”. Dorothy invites him to go with her, “Come with me to the Emerald City. The Great Oz can help you.”

9. The Scarecrow ............. talk.
   A) can   B) don’t   C) isn’t   D) can’t   E) is

10. The Scarecrow is ........ .
    A) laughing   B) smiling   C) crying   D) singing   E) running

11. Look at the picture! What flowers can you see?
    A) tulips   B) roses   C) daffodils   D) daisies   E) sunflowers

12. How many animals can you see?
    A) two   B) one   C) six   D) five   E) none
Next, they hear a strange noise in the forest. They see a Tin Man. “Please help me, I need a heart”, he says. “Come with us”, Dorothy says. The Tin Man asks, “Where are you going?” “We are going to see the Great Oz. He will help us”, says Dorothy. “Then I’m coming with you!” says the Tin Man.

13. Who do they see in the forest?
A) the Great Oz  B) the Bad Witch  C) the Tin Man  D) the Scarecrow  E) Uncle Henry

14. Look at the picture! What has the Tin Man got in his hand?
A) a bag  B) a book  C) an axe  D) a tree  E) a cake

15. Who wants a heart?
A) the Scarecrow  B) Dorothy  C) Toto  D) Aunt Em  E) the Tin Man

A) clever  B) pretty  C) odd  D) clear  E) scared
They keep walking. Suddenly, they hear a loud roar. A lion comes running and hits the Scarecrow with his big paw. “You’re a bad lion!” shouts Dorothy. “No, I’m not. I’m afraid of everything. I want some courage.”, says the Lion. “Come with us! We are all friends now,” says Dorothy.

17. Roar is to lion what moo is to .............
   A) duck       B) horse       C) pig       D) cow       E) cat

18. The Lion is .............
   A) angry     B) scared     C) tired     D) cold     E) happy

19. I can't see ......... in the picture.
   A) a squirrel  B) a dog     C) a lion    D) a girl    E) trees
The four friends arrive in the Emerald City. They see a guard. He gives them each a pair of green glasses. “The city is very bright. You must wear these glasses all the time”, he says. They enter the palace and they see a big head on the throne. It is the Great Wizard of Oz. He says, “I can help you, but first you must help me. Get rid off the Wicked Witch of the West.”

20. The guard in the picture has got ....... .
   A) long hair   B) a long beard   C) silver shoes   D) three swords   E) red trousers

21. The Emerald City is very ........... .
   A) dark   B) bright   C) cloudy   D) windy   E) snowy

22. Odd one out:
   A) head   B) ear   C) nose   D) face   E) foot

23. The Lion is wearing ............. .
   A) shoes   B) a cap   C) gloves   D) a scarf   E) glasses
The Wicked Witch knows everything that happens in her country. She orders the Flying Monkeys to bring Dorothy and her friends to her castle. Now they must all work for the witch. One day, Dorothy is cleaning the floor. By accident, she throws a bucket of water at the witch and the witch disappears.

24. Where do the Flying Monkeys take Dorothy and her friends?
   A) To the Wicked Witch’s Castle.
   B) To the Witch’s Forest.
   C) To the Emerald City.
   D) To the Wizard’s Castle
   E) To the Good Witch’s Castle.

25. What does Dorothy throw at the Witch?
   A) hot chocolate  B) water  C) milk  D) tea  E) juice

26. The flying monkeys have ............... .
   A) short tails  B) glasses  C) shoes  D) hats  E) wings

27. Look at the picture! ........ eight monkeys in the sky.
   A) They are  B) There are  C) There aren’t  D) It is  E) There is
Dorothy and her friends go back to the Great Wizard of Oz. He gives presents to Dorothy's friends: a brain, a heart and courage. He then tells Dorothy, “Tap your shoes together three times and they will take you home.” The Wizard flies away in a balloon. Dorothy and Toto finally get back to their home in Kansas.

28. He flies away in a balloon. Who is he?

29. Look at the picture! Who says “Welcome home!”

30. The author of “The Wizard of Oz” is:
   A) Charles Perrault  B) The Scarecrow.  C) The Grimm Brothers
   D) Petre Ispirescu  E) Frank Baum